
04 June 2020                    Reader Questions 

Reader Question:              Will there be a big decline in commercial fishing over the next two 

decades. If there is a decline will that reverse after the shift has subsided. 

C:           Greetings fellow fisherman, fisherwomen and fishermen, for we all place our hooks, 

lines and bets into the water in search of experience. Unlike the sea creatures of the question, all 

of you and we also, always catch something worthwhile. Life fished on Earth is never empty 

handed. This question could be seen to follow the idea the future is fixed, the larger events set 

and but time is required to wait for the scheduled item to come. This question about fishing has 

not been decided, it is very much up to humans to decide. 

 

RQ:        Another good screen name and fake e-mail address, I hope all of you enjoy as I have: 

Gonzo The Great (gonzo@muppetshow.com) asks: 

With regard to the riots currently going on in the US: 

1. Did George Floyd really die and if yes, did he die from the consequences of the beating? 

2. If he did not die, was the whole incident staged in order to create chaos and destabilise 

the Trump government in view of the upcoming presidential elections? 

3. If the incident was staged, who was behind it?  

I know you do not answer any questions linked to crimes and if these questions fall into this 

category, please just simply dismiss them. Thanks anyway! 

The questioner knows criminal questions won't be answered but has decided curiosity still earns 

special treatment and will attempt to ask anyway. This is an EXCELLENT example of what 

drives human life and I want to expressly thank the reader for asking. Humanity will make a 

massive set of forward strides when the personal desires are examined, hopes for special 

treatment are likewise analyzed and effects of special treatment explored. 

  

Replies The Committee: 

1. Yes 

2. No, the incident was not staged however many elements of subsequent riots are being 

coordinated and managed. 

3. Powerful interests who benefit from chaos, riots and anarchy. These parties already possess 

vast resources, money is not the goal. These interests want more power and control, chaos 

creates needs to seize then impose them. Who are these interests by name, what is the 

organizational chart and what are the lines of communication between the elements? We are not 

your police investigators. It would be grotesque interference into your affairs and distortion of 

many life plans, were we to unwrap what is not ours to uncover.  

 

RQ:        Previously I asked what percentage of total souls incarnate on planet earth. The answer 

was a really small percentage. My second question regarding this topic is what percentage of 

total souls incarnate at all? 

C:           A very small percentage, the same reply. Incarnated souls such as yourself are quite 

rare in the universe.. 

RQ:        If the answer is another small percentage of souls (less than 1%), why so few? 

C:           A long novel you ask us to compose with this question, for it essentially asks, what is 

the meaning of life as an incarnated animal-like being. The answer to this you are each 

yourselves seeking and finding, proof of this in the fact you are now reading these words. How 

many such life stories could be written for the eight billion of you aboard Earth now? So you see 

what we mean by suggesting a long, long book. The short and brief reply is, because so little 

capacity exists to incarnate and no desire to create more capacity ―which could be done if so 

desired― exists either. 



 

RQ:      Are there any advantages of having a guardian angel guide with no previous earth life 

experience? How would a GAG know what it's like to be us without having been one before? 

C:         Yes, all of you have such guides who have not and will not ever incarnate. The 

advantage is independence. The referee in a boxing or football match cannot be linked to either 

side, although experience in human endeavors is often seen as required, for many good reasons. 

For duty as a Guardian Angel, however, at least one and for the majority of humans all of your 

guardian angel guides are non-incarnating. The vast majority of fans of every professional sport 

have also not participated in formalized teams or match-ups, yet know and follow the activity. 

You can love to hear and be a great connoisseur of piano music without having either played or 

even been a musician on any instrument. 

  

The second part of this question arises directly from the successful human eye, which sees 

humans as separate. This is intentional and well you are doing by asking from this perspective. 

We will say, look down upon your hands, legs or knees. Sit or stand before a mirror. To a person 

blind, feel your body in any way you can. Do you see and perceive sensations? Yes, of 

course...but these are an illusion. Your body is very real inside the environment for which it is 

created and used. For your true self and existence, it is an illusion. Guardian Angel Guides are 

real and solid and massive, just as you are, which is why they and you can pass through a solid 

wall as if it were just an image. The solid wall IS just an image. Do you need to have been a 

cloud to understand water vapor in the sky? 

============================== 

A reader takes us on a visit to India (for some chicken vindaloo and a Kingfisher beer I hope!). 

Several political prediction questions have been excluded (thus the non-sequential numbering); I 

no longer do election forecasts. 

 

RQ1.      To quote The Committee: "The most profoundly affected nations will be the currently 

most highly populated." So India will among the most profoundly affected nations, right? 

C:           We will not say most profoundly, for the depth of effects will be significant across all 

of Earth. If measurement of Earth effects matters when analyzed inside national borders, this 

question holds more water, if however effects are considered across a region, then common 

parameters a sovereign nation represents, such as currency, central authority and so forth have 

somewhat less meaning if still relevance. The effects of upcoming events will be seen in a very 

obvious way inside the nation of India, including many positive effects. 

 

RQ2:      What kind of geophysical events will take place in India / Indian Subcontinent during 

The Shift? 

C:           Watch the Himalayas and the shorelines. 

 

RQ4.      What percentage of population in the Indian subcontinent will die from geophysical and 

related events during The Shift? 

C:           This is not known, but will not be material. 

 

RQ5.      Will there be a food scarcity or famine in India during The Shift? 

C:           Shortages, yes related to delivery. Scarcity less; famine, no. 

 

RQ6.      By what percentage will the population in India be reduced after The Shift? 

C:           This will be the same as across Earth and this percentage is not yet known. The 

population reductions across Earth will be over two generations, at least. This is intentionally 

vague, to say generations because it means little for impartial calendar measurements but much 

more inside a family. We suggest humans make some calculations, because the process will 



better focus expectations and attitudes. Humans find ideas, prospects & possibilities in matters of 

material effect, to be something about which a stance at a certain distance should be adopted, as 

a good scientist and researcher would do. The event or effects pursued or avoided, for good or 

bad, based on information the questioner has, where little effort to understand  is made beyond 

asking the question, loses ongoing relevance, meaning or purpose. By investing mental energy 

into analysis of components of the effect, the outcome and beneficial reactions are enhanced. 

This is not always possible, we enjoy and appreciate being asked and understand why. In this 

case, some maths from school are indicated. 

  

Thus we say, assume the birth rate falls to just a few percent of current birth rates anywhere. This 

means year to year, 90% less babies are born. At the same time, assume death rates continue 

almost unchanged. It is but simple mathematical calculation to determine the population decrease 

each year, in a nation, region or across mankind. 

 

RQ7.      Is there a possibility of major banks in India like the State Bank of India during this 

decade? 

C:           This question is not clear and of course we could extrapolate and read your thoughts but 

no permission has been granted to do this. If the question to us telepathically you would offer, 

you can and might have already. You chose words and thus words are logical and polite to be 

returned, thus the medium now involved, ours and your friend. If we intrude and assume what 

you mean to ask, then we have crossed the line into invasion of your thoughts without 

permission. Ask us with your thoughts however politeness and courtesy require we return the 

reply the same way. Will you prefer and understand this telepathic reply? Or would and do you 

prefer written words? 

 

RQ9.      Will there be a democracy in India throughout The Shift or will there be like Martial 

Law or like a dictatorship? 

C:           One need not eclipse the other, if the use of this condition is temporary. Brief interludes 

of civil restrictions will be attempted imposed in India. To any readers who live in or are familiar 

with India, you know how the population will generally comply ―some to the letter―  with 

orders, commands and restrictions yet always will a small percentage do as she and he pleases, 

without a care or thought for the rules or penalties, or in open defiance of them. Many nations 

have pieces of this, found everywhere. Martial law throughout The Shift? No, not even close to 

this. The Shift is occurring now, without martial law. India will never become a dictatorship. The 

remaining examples of this will fade from Earth existence after the current strongmen fall from 

power. No more dictatorships are coming.  
 


